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begin as those who seek to rise within the court see the ambitious Griffith as an obstacle to obtaining power. And nothing is more formidable than an enemy unseen!
Berserk Deluxe Volume 6-Kentaro Miura 2020-11-24 An adult fantasy/horror epic of monumental proportions, Kentaro Miura's Berserk is now offered at its original
published size in handsome deluxe hardcover editions each collecting three volumes of the acclaimed manga series. Marked with the unholy Brand of Sacrifice that
draws the damned to him, Guts the Black Swordsman battles the minions of Hell that thwart his search for Casca, his former captain and lover. But Casca, too, is
marked with the Brand, and Guts must find her before the legions of the abyss do! Collects Berserk volumes 16-18.

Berserk Deluxe Volume 2-Kentaro Miura 2019 Raised in torment, young Guts is hardened into a fearsome warrior, drawing the attention of the charismatic Griffith,
commander of the elite Band of the Hawk. This crossroads will take Guts to fame and glory ... and damnation!

Japan-Buronson 2005 Yuka Katsuragi, a beautiful TV news reporter, has attracted the affections of a Yakuza thug, Katsuji Yashima, who travels with his brother all the
way to Spain to find her, only to have his affections rebuffed by Yuka. A terrible earthquake hits, and Katsuji, his brother, and Yuka, along with four high-schoolers in
Spain on a field-trip, all fall deep underground. While trapped below the surface, they encounter a mysterious old woman who reveals to them prophecies that the
wealthy nation of Japan will meet the same demise as the once prosperous city of Carthage. Katsuji and the others insult the old woman, who then sends them to see
the world of the future with their own eyes, a future of desolation and death...

Berserk-Kentaro Miura 2005 Guts, the Black Swordsman, is marked with the Brand, which draws the forces of evil to him, but, with a gigantic sword and an elf
companion, Guts battles the damned with a vengeance.

Berserk Deluxe Volume 1-Kentaro Miura 2019 Volume 1: His name is Guts, the Black Swordsman, a feared warrior spoken of only in whispers. Bearer of a gigantic
sword, an iron hand, and the scars of countless battles and tortures, his flesh is also indelibly marked with The Brand, an unholy symbol that draws the forces of
darkness to him and dooms him as their sacrifice. But Guts won't take his fate lying down; he'll cut a crimson swath of carnage through the ranks of the damned - and
anyone else foolish enough to oppose him! Volume 2: The evil Count uses his dark powers to transform a defeated guard captain into an inhuman horror to combat
Guts, the Black Swordsman. Puck, Guts' pint-sized fairy sidekick, is captured when he attempts to stop an old doctor's execution, and he is given as a gift to the count's
daughter, a sweet girl in a gilded cage, imprisoned by her father in her own room. Guts, determined to make mincemeat of the Count, assaults the castle and carves a
swath of blood-soaked destruction through the Count's minions. Volume 3: Guts, the feared Black Swordsman, finishes his desperate battle with the monstrous Count,
cutting and blasting him to gory scraps when the presence of the Count's daughter makes the monster hesitate. But Guts won't even have the time to clean his gigantic
sword when the Count's dying pleas activate the Behelit, summoning the five God Hands, demon lords of immeasurable power. Guts' journey so far has been a long
road of pain and death, but that's a walk in the park compared to fighting his way out of Hell itself!

Berserk-Kentaro Miura 2017-07-18 The Band of the Hawk may have been the most formidable band of fighters around, but when matched up against an army of
abyssal monstrosities, earthly fighting skills don’t amount to a hill of beans. The Hawks’ tortured and mutilated former leader, Griffith, has used the accursed Crimson
Behelit to open the gates to a shadowy realm of unspeakable horrors, the realm of the demon lords of the Godhand, who are willing to transform Griffith into a being of
terrible power and majesty as long as Griffith is willing to give up his former command as sacrifices in the Invocation of Doom. But nobody takes down the Hawks
without a fight, and their berserker champion, Guts, will take on anything Hell can throw at him in order to save his lover, Casca, from the sordid violations that only
Hell can offer.

Berserk-Kentaro Miura 2017-07-18 Griffith, charismatic leader of the elite mercenary Band of the Hawk, has seen better days. His fearless champion, Guts, has left the
Band, defeating Griffith in personal combat as his ticket out. With his judgment clouded by this unthinkable humiliation, Griffith eases his pain in the arms of the
daughter of Midland’s king. But the King doesn’t take kindly to an employee picking the royal flowers, and the next stop for Griffith is the dungeon and the torture
rack! Without Griffith and Guts, the Hawks become easy prey for Midland’s army, and the AWOL Guts may be the only answer to the Hawks' — and Griffith’s — lethal
problems.

Berserk-Kentaro Miura 2017-07-18 Back in the day, Guts the Black Swordsman was a top slayer for The Band of the Hawk, an elite mercenary unit led by Griffith,
whose calm demeanor and callow beauty belied his fighting prowess and steel will. While in a king’s employ, the attraction between the king’s daughter and Griffith
and the growing favor of the king towards the Hawk leader raises the hackles of the king’s jealous son, who plots to have Griffith summarily assassinated. But if the
plot fails, the king’s son will likely have to deal with Guts and his titanic broadsword, and the results of such confrontations are rarely pretty... or easy to clean up.

Hellsing Deluxe Volume 2-Kohta Hirano 2020-11-24 "Collects material previously published in Hellsing volumes 5, 6, 7, and 8"--Copyright page.

Berserk-Kentaro Miura 2017-07-18 After a hellish battle against ravenous sea monsters, Guts the Black Swordsman and his companions are forced to seek refuge on a
small island so that their ship can be repaired. But this island is not the safe haven they’d hoped for — it’s a sinister place rife with dark energy, watched over by an
ancient, vengeful god. And with a full moon on the rise, that god’s power is about to be unleashed...

Berserk Deluxe Volume 3-Kentaro Miura 2019 The hundred-year war between the kingdoms of Midland and Tudor nears an end as the legendary Band of the Hawk
mercenaries, led by the charismatic Griffith and his fearless berserker champion Guts, turn the tide in Midland s favor. But impending victory ignites a secret war
within Midland, as those seeking courtly favor see the ambitious Griffith as an obstacle to power. And nothing is more powerful than an enemy unseen! Collects Berserk
volumes 7-9.

Berserk: The Flame Dragon Knight-Kentaro Miura 2019-04-30 The first Berserk novel, conceived by series creator Kentaro Miura and written by Makoto Fukami,
novelist and screenwriter for the Berserk anime, Psycho-Pass and Resident Evil: Vendetta. The Flame Dragon Knight also presents ten full-page illustrations by Kentaro
Miura. The Flame Dragon Knight traces the rise of the warhammer-wielding warrior Grunbeld from humble beginnings to become the all-powerful Apostle who will one
day face Guts in mortal combat! Featuring all the grisly supernatural action and sinister courtly intrigue Berserk readers have come to expect.

Berserk-Kentaro Miura 2017-07-18 Two feudal kingdoms, Midland and Chuder, battle for supremacy in what will become the final clash in a century-long struggle.
Spearheading the Midland forces is the Band of the Hawk, a legendary cadre of elite mercenaries led by the charismatic Griffith and with the fearless Guts as its
berserker champion. The Hawks' ferocity, courage, and fearsome skills - not to mention Guts' enormous broadsword - are just what Midland needs to turn the bloody
tide, but during the fray, Guts and Griffith's most trusted lieutenant, Casca, fall together from a cliff into a raging river. Miraculously, both barely survive, and Guts
tends to Casca's wounds as she tells of having her life saved by Griffith, her induction into the Band of the Hawk, and her deep feelings toward Griffith. She even seems
to finally be warming up to the grim Guts. But this greeting-card moment won't last long, for Chuder warriors are on the prowl, and the only greetings they carry are on
the points of their spears!

King of Wolves-Buronson 2005 "Iba, a bright-spirited young historical scholar, disappears while on a lone expedition to study the ancient Silk Road ... A year later, his
girlfriend Kyoko discovers that Iba is not only alive but is a warrior-slave under the reign of Genghis Khan in 13th century Mongokia"--P. [4] of cover.

Berserk-Kentaro Miura 2017-07-18 Guts, the Black Swordsman, goes from the frying pan to the fire as he must enter the mating chamber in the horrifying lair of trolls
to rescue his love, Casca, and the Lady Farnese from the loathsome attentions of the hideous beasts. But while even an army of trolls cannot stand against Guts's
boundless fury, the mightiest of warriors is no match for a demon lord. And so when Slan of the Godhand manifests from the entrails of slain trolls and takes Guts into
her deadly embrace, Guts discovers he may not only be fighting for his life, but for his very soul!

Berserk Deluxe Volume 4-Kentaro Miura 2020-03-10 The acclaimed adult fantasy/horror manga now in 7x10 deluxe hardcover editions! Guts, the feared Black
Swordsman, has saved the Band of the Hawk mercenaries from annihilation at the hands of the army of Midland, but he must now descend into the dungeons of
Windham Castle to liberate Griffith, the Hawks' charismatic leader. Imprisoned and tortured for his tryst with the King of Midland's daughter, the flayed and starved
Griffith may be in isolation, but he is far from alone. Unspeakable horrors dwell within the dank catacombs, where the living may truly envy the dead! Collects Berserk
volumes 10-12. Kentaro Miura's Berserk has ruled in hell for three decades, creating an international horde of disciples and inspiring anime TV series and feature films,
video and card games, and a blizzard of related products. And now, the entire Berserk series is being released in handsome oversized bookshelf editions, each
collecting three volumes of the original manga. Collects Berserk Volume 10, 11, and 12.

Berserk-Kentaro Miura 2017-07-18 The world of Guts, the Black Swordsman, is changing in a hurry. Though a demonic maelstrom has leveled the dreaded Tower of
Conviction and ended the reign of terror of its grand inquisitor, Mozgus, peace has not returned to Midland. The Tower’s fall has heralded the unexpected return of
Griffith, Guts former leader, last seen transformed from a shattered husk into one of the demon lords of the Godhand. but Griffith looks like his old self again — and
with his dreams of carving out a kingdom by his own hand still intact. He’s raising a new Band of the Hawk, but this time he’s recruiting from the dark side to fulfill his
deadly destiny!

Berserk-Kentaro Miura 2017-07-18 Guts, the Black Swordsman, and his companions have finally broken free of the monster-infested wilderness and arrived at the port
city of Vritannis. But the band finds out all too quickly that humans can be just as monstrous as the nightmarish creatures and apostles they battled in the forest. As
Schierke and Isidro face off against pirate slavers, Farnese's power-hungry family tries to force her once again under the yoke of their political ambitions. The group's
only hope is to find a ship out of the city, but even if they manage to secure a vessel, will everyone be free to leave?

Berserk-Kentaro Miura 2017-07-18 From his days as a young mercenary to his time as captain of the Band of the Hawks’ Raiders, Guts’s life has been defined by his
ability to fight and his will to win. Now cursed with the Brand of Sacrifice — a sigil that will forever mark him as prey for the damned — and with his companions dead,
his lover’s mind destroyed and his one-time commander and friend reborn as a malevolent demon lord, it seems that more than ever Guts must rely upon his instinct to
survive. But Hell has many faces, and when what appears to be an innocent country village proves to be a den of tragic secrets, the horror of a fairy tale perverted by
pain and hate may prove to be more than Guts can handle!

Berserk Deluxe Volume 5-Kentaro Miura 2020-07-07 Kentaro Miura's epic adult fantasy/horror series is an international sensation and is now featured in 7x10 deluxe
hardcover editions! Griffith, the mutilated leader of the Band of the Hawk mercenaries, offers up his command to the demon lords of the Godhand in exchange for a
rebirth into beauty--and terrible power. But the Hawks' berserker champion, Guts, will take on perdition itself to save his lover, Casca, from the profane violations that
only Hell can offer! Collects Berserk volumes 13-15, and includes Berserk Prototype, the original Berserk submission story.

Berserk-Kentaro Miura 2017-07-18 Guts the Black Swordsman has again donned the accursed Berserker armor, and he’ll need all its unholy power to battle the titanic
Sea God — from the inside! As the creature takes on an army of beautiful merrow, Guts plunges deep within the God to find its sole vulnerability and pierce its living
heart. But even if he can manage this impossible task deep within the leviathan, how will Guts get back out?

Berserk Volume 16-Kentaro Miura 2017-07-18 Warrior supreme Guts has been marked for sacrifice to the armies of the damned, and now he has the blood of a
village of possessed children on his hands — a horde of elf-demons straight out of a fairy-tale fever dream. But now Guts must deal with the Queen of the Elves herself,
and though she may be cute as a button, she has hideous power and lethal intent, and in her wake, no one lives happily ever after!

Berserk Volume 8-Kentaro Miura 2017-07-18 The century-spanning war between Midland and Chuder continues unabated. The two warring kingdoms, vying for
supremacy, launch headfirst into what will become the final battle. Leading the Midland forces are the Band of the Hawk, lead by the charismatic Griffith, with the
fearless Guts as his trusted champion. But should the Hawks triumph again on the battlefield, the war with Chuder may end, but the secret war within Midland may
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Berserk Volume 33-Kentaro Miura 2017-07-18 Guts the Black Swordsman and his companions brave the open sea, hoping to reach Puck's homeland, Elfhelm, and its
powerful elven king, who might be able to restore the sanity of Guts' former lover, Casca. But seeking out a sanctuary for Casca means that Guts must postpone his
hunt for his ex-friend and leader, Griffith, who has been reborn as a demon lord hell-bent on conquest. The winds of change blow fast and hard across the war-torn
lands of the Holy See, and if Guts waits too long to exact his vengeance, Griffith might attain his murderous goals before Guts can return to Midland to stop him!

Berserk Volume 14-Kentaro Miura 2017-07-18 The once unbeatable Band of the Hawk is smashed, and their former leader, Griffith, has made an unholy pact with the
demon lords of the Godhand, sacrificing his former troops to resurrect his crippled body and ascend to stand in power beside these profane gods. The Invocation of
Doom has unleashed a plague of unspeakable horrors upon the earth, and the first battle not only shatters the Hawks, but the hand of their champion, Guts, and the
mind of their captain and Guts’ lover, Casca. And while time may heal some of Guts’ wounds, it will not heal his desire for vengeance. And his discovery of a gigantic,
dragon-slaying sword might be just the ticket to deal out some king-sized payback! Also included in this volume: "Berserk Prototype," the very first Berserk story,
created during Kentaro Miura’s college days as his audition that sold the series!

Hellsing Deluxe Volume 1-Kohta Hirano 2020 With supernatural horrors haunting the streets and preying upon humanity, the shadowy Hellsing Organization fights
back against hell's minions. And Hellsing has a secret weapon in their arsenal: the vampire lord Alucard, whose terrifying powers are needed more than ever as an
army of the undead marches on London beneath the banner of the swastika! Collects Hellsing chapters 1-27 from Hellsing Volumes 1-4.

Berserk-Kentaro Miura 2017-07-18 Desperate as Guts, the Black Swordsman, has been to reunite with his former captain and lover, the now-mad Casca, he’s quickly
learning that being together is as dangerous as being apart. What should be a simple journey to the safety of Puck’s homeland proves to be a gauntlet of perils, as the
Mark of Sacrifice each bears brings the fury of Hell down upon them, and Guts discovers that in his darkest moments he himself is the greatest danger to the woman he
loves. Created by Kentaro Miura, Berserk is a fiery manga apocalypse, an ominous omnibus of furious action, fearsome horror, and funereal humor that strikes a power
chord in the hearts of its devoted followers and strikes down the rest like a scythe through wheat. Bring in the sheaves!

Blade of the Immortal Deluxe Volume 1-Hiroaki Samura 2020 A cursed, seemingly immortal warrior aids a young girl in her quest for revenge, as the students of a
brutal new sword school tear a bloody path across Japan.

Indiana Jones Omnibus: the Further Adventures 1-Walt Simonson 2009-07-10 Collects comic books featuring archaeologist Indiana Jones and his adventures
around the world.

Berserk Volume 17-Kentaro Miura 2017-07-18 Warrior supreme Guts, the Black Swordsman, has seen better days — and more popular — in the kingdom of Midland,
a land he once defended as captain of the Band of the Hawk. But the Hawks were betrayed and slaughtered, and now the hyolier-than-thou Holy Iron Chain Knights
have captured Guts and plan to whip some repentance into him — literally. But Guts isn’t so easily held at bay, at when he manages to escape with the Holy Knights’
leader, Farnese, as his hostage, the demons that are drawn to Guts’ Brand of Sacrifice are all too willing to show her the teeming darkness in her own soul!

Berserk-Kentaro Miura 2017-07-18 Now equipped with the mystical Berserker Armor, Guts fights on against the dragon-form of Grunbeld and his legion of fanatic
apostle soldiers. But the very armor that holds Guts together — in a nightmarishly literal sense — might be the last straw that tears his tortured mind apart! While Guts
struggles to hold his own against his inner demons, monsters of a very different sort rally in Windham as the Kushan Emperor, Ganishka, and the newly reborn Griffith
rally their forces in a head-to-head struggle for control of all of Midland. But when the dust finally settles, there may be little left of the kingdom to claim!

Erased, Vol. 4-Kei Sanbe 2017-06-20 Right after being arrested, something triggered "Revival," sending Satoru back once more to 1988. Recalling how poorly his
previous chance turned out, he vows to save Hinazuki this time. With the help of his old friends Kenya and Hiromi, Satoru makes changes little by little in the "past."
But someone is suspicious of Satoru's seemingly strange behavior...

Maid-sama! (2-in-1 Edition), Vol. 1-Hiro Fujiwara 2015-08-04 As if being class president of a predominantly male high school wasn’t hard enough, Misaki Ayuzawa
has a major secret—she works at a maid café after school! How is she supposed to keep her image of being ultra smart, strong and overachieving intact once school
heartthrob Takumi Usui discovers her double life?! Can Misaki trust Usui to keep her secret from the rest of the kids at school? And why the heck is he always showing
up at the maid café? Maybe she should start taking him seriously when he says he likes her—especially when he throws in an unexpected kiss!

Berserk-Kentaro Miura 2013 Guts again dons the Berserker armor to battle a sea god, plunging into the creature on a mission to locate and pierce its heart.

Blade of the Immortal Deluxe Volume 2-Hiroaki Samura 2021-02-23 A cursed, seemingly immortal warrior aids a young girl in her quest for revenge, as the
students of a brutal new sword school tear a bloody path across Japan.
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: The IDW Collection Volume 6-Tom Waltz 2018-03-14 Old Hob, Slash, and their crew have become a force to be reckoned with, but
a kidnapping leads them on an adventure more wild and dangerous than they could ever have imagined. Then, the Turtles return from Burnow Island to find
unimaginable tragedy. Meanwhile, Casey prepares for a final showdown with Hun, and April has come into possession of an ancient scroll that seems to point to
answers regarding the Pantheon. It all leads to a final showdown as Karai decrees a Gauntlet battle between Splinter and Shredder. Collects the Mutanimals miniseries, issues #45–50 of the ongoing series, the 2015 Free Comic Book Day issue, and the Casey & April mini-series.

Berserk-Kentaro Miura 2017-07-18 The bewildered and near-mad Casca, former captain of the Band of the Hawk — and former lover of Guts, the Black Swordsman —
has been adopted by Midland’s pagan cults as a witch, due to her demonic Mark of Sacrifice. But the Holy Iron Chain Knights campaign to rid the kingdom of heretics
by any means necessary puts Casca in mortal danger, and Guts is having none of it, But all parties involved may end up with more than they bargained for as demonic
spirits, drawn to Casca’s brand, begin to possess the heretics and unleash the forces of hell. But hell hath no fury like the Black Swordsman!

Berserk-Kentaro Miura 2018-07-31 From creator Kentaro Miura comes Berserk, a sprawling adult fantasy epic of horror, humor, and fierce imagination and the
inspiration for the wildly popular anime. To cure the afflicted Casca, Guts and company battle Elf Island's magical defenses and finally reach Elfhelm, where the elven
ruler opens the Corridor of Dreams, projecting Schierke and Farnese into the forbidding wasteland of Casca's mind. But horrors lurk there, some more foul than any in
the material world!

Nimona-Noelle Stevenson 2015-05-12 Fans of Noelle Stevenson's beloved and bestselling Nimona won't want to miss her brand-new moving memoir-in-pictures, The
Fire Never Goes Out, featuring short essays, mini-comics, and photographs that span eight eventful years in Noelle's young adult life. Nimona is the New York Times
bestselling graphic novel sensation from Noelle Stevenson, based on her beloved and critically acclaimed web comic. Kirkus says, “If you’re going to read one graphic
novel this year, make it this one.” Nemeses! Dragons! Science! Symbolism! All these and more await in this brilliantly subversive, sharply irreverent epic from Noelle
Stevenson. Featuring an exclusive epilogue not seen in the web comic, along with bonus conceptual sketches and revised pages throughout, this gorgeous full-color
graphic novel has been hailed by critics and fans alike as the arrival of a “superstar” talent (NPR.org). Nimona is an impulsive young shapeshifter with a knack for
villainy. Lord Ballister Blackheart is a villain with a vendetta. As sidekick and supervillain, Nimona and Lord Blackheart are about to wreak some serious havoc. Their
mission: prove to the kingdom that Sir Ambrosius Goldenloin and his buddies at the Institution of Law Enforcement and Heroics aren't the heroes everyone thinks they
are. But as small acts of mischief escalate into a vicious battle, Lord Blackheart realizes that Nimona's powers are as murky and mysterious as her past. And her
unpredictable wild side might be more dangerous than he is willing to admit. Indies Choice Book of the Year * National Book Award Finalist * New York Times
Bestseller * New York Times Notable Book * Kirkus Best Book * School Library Journal Best Book * Publishers Weekly Best Book * NPR Best Book * New York Public
Library Best Book * Chicago Public Library Best Book
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Dracula-Stephanie Spinner 2005-05-24 Having discovered the double identity of the wealthy Transylvanian nobleman, Count Dracula, a small group of people vow to
rid the world of the evil vampire.
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